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How do we engage teenagers?

• Through our award winning school farm.

• Through delivery of qualifications right from year 7 to year 13.

• Our wider community engagement via OFS and YFC
Great Outdoors Year 7

• Term 1: Give us a clue – photo orienteering
• Term 2: Carols with the Animals
• Term 3: Run Rabbit Run - enrichment
• Term 4: Lambing
• Term 5: Smoothie making – international food
• Term 6: Omelette making – local food
Great Outdoor Year 8

- Term 1: Bulbs in Bloom
- Term 2: Reaping the harvest – bread making
- Term 3: Trash to Treasure - recycling
- Term 4: Sausage Sale branding
- Term 5: Animal Care
- Term 6: Burger making – local food
OFS & YFC
Secret to our success

- I wish we had one!
- Hard work
- Determination
- Resilience
- Finding funding
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